
The CARELINER|M is distinguished by three principles: value stability, user comfort and a 
comfortable travel experience for your horse. These are made possible by a wide range of 
innovations - e.g., the unique Bücker LONG-LIFE-System with rot-proof materials, a body-
height access door, an LED periphery lighting system for loading and unloading at night and 
an ergonomic environment designed to create a calming atmosphere for a horse. All of which
also look extraordinarily stylish. It´s not without reason that the Bücker Design Concept won 
a Red Dot Award. Therefore, our tip: Get hitched!

COLOURS
Cap Silver metallic

Body Night metallic

DIMENSIONS



STANDARD equipment

 Extending saddle racks for two saddles (optional)
 Bücker-LED package (optional) including. AMBIENT-LED-LIGHT, saddle 

compartment-LED light and interior BI-LED-LIGHT (can be switched to 
blue)

 CARELINER design concept with contemporary, streamlined styling
 Bücker LONG LIFE: Sandwich construction, hydrophobic and therefore 

rot-free
 Full-height access door, lockable
 Aerodynamically designed, tilting vent windows, tinted
 Side kick protection
 Side padding for extra safety for your horse
 Breast/breech bars with adjustable height and length, individually 

customisable
 Easy-to-use panic release feature
 Rear loading flap with Bücker LONG-LIFE, rubber surface and step bars
 Aluminium sandwich floor construction with a thick rubber layer, 

bonded and sealed
 Lockable saddle compartment, 2 saddle racks
 Broom, shovel, bridle peg, hook, riding crop holder, mirror, net, lighting
 Longitudinal beam chassis Bücker BODY PROTECT, 100 kph with 

general operating licence, lowered for easier horse access
 Galvanised, corrosion resistant chassis frame
 15” complete “steel” wheel
 Mudguards made of polyester and therefore easy to clean
 Automatic jockey wheel
 Galvanised lateral struts including viewing slits and flush rear lighting 

as well as reversing and fog lights
 Bright interior lighting
 2 removable feed troughs, easy to clean and very hygienic
 13-pin connector

ACCESSORIES included in this model

 15” Aluminium Black Shadow Wheels
 Premium Tack Locker
 Canvas Rear Lift
 Búcker Body Protection
 Bi-Led Light
 Panoramic Window

  SILVER SHADOW SOLARIUMS
          UK & IRELAND DISTRIBUTOR

Price    £9,500   plus VAT
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